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Provided by IEX:

Follow IEX on twitter - @iex

Read Recent Articles by IEXers on Web3:

blog.dispatch.co/

blockster.com/2023-the-year-web3-gets-normal

www.fastcompany.com/90808165/web-2-0-vs-web3-whats-your-next-marketing-move

https://twitter.com/IEX?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
http://blog.dispatch.co/
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/blockster.com/2023-the-year-web3-gets-normal__;!!G9RUfg!2UaFUUK1HP72e2aPcH4UEcfPX-0FutRUvdd4z8NbSAsRodfE0r_zGyvukrFl6MZnJO78Wk59xUSjl8zGmQ$
https://www.fastcompany.com/90808165/web-2-0-vs-web3-whats-your-next-marketing-move
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Provided by KPMG:

Realizing Blockchain’s Potential

Cross-border Cryptocurrency Compliance

Applying AML Compliance to Cryptocurrencies

Blockchain-enabled digital tokenization is poised to transform commerce

Central Bank Digital Currencies

Assessing Crypto and Digital asset Risks

Cryptoassets

Navigating opportunities in NFTs

The ecosystem of non-fungible tokens

Virtual Currency Brokers and Exchanges

Institutionalization of Cryptoassets

Securing the Chain

Cracking Crypto Custody

Crypto and Digital Assets: Regulatory Challenges

Spotlight on Cryptoassets and CBDC

Banking blueprint for the crypto world

Digital Assets: The Path to Success

Metaverse rising, as streaming skips a beat

 

https://home.kpmg/mt/en/home/insights/2018/09/realizing-blockchain-potential-fs.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2019/cross-border-cyryptocurrency-compliance.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2019/the-new-frontier.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2019/blockchain-enabled-tokenization-commerce.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/central-bank-digital-currency.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/assessing-crypto-digital-assets-reg-alert-mar-2022.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2021/cryptoassets.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/navigating-opportunities-nfts.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/nfts-introduction-potential-risks.html
https://custom.cvent.com/66C0FC65436D454680AE32F058BA1240/files/3bf9021180a343bd8e17fe2eeb7172af.pdf?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=ExactTarget&utm_campaign
https://home.kpmg/us/en/home/insights/2018/11/institutionalization-cryptoassets.html
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2017/05/securing-the-chain.pdf
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/cracking-crypto-custody.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/ten-key-regulatory-challenges-2022-crypto-digital-assets.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/spotlight-on-cryptoassets-digital-currencies.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2021/banking-blueprint-for-crypto-world.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/shifting-to-higher-gear/digital-assets-path-success.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/metaverse-rising-streaming-skips-beat.html
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Provided by Wripple

wripple.com

Wripple’s breakthrough On-Demand Marketing Talent Platform provides teams with the freedom to deliver top 
quality marketing and experience projects, while overcoming today’s constraints.

The platform’s marketplace connects brands with highly skilled, on-demand talent for greater speed, efficiency 
and flexibility. Clients can find and hire both individual freelancers as well as ready-made project teams. Curated 
teams are available for over 50 project types and individuals span 45+ unique roles across strategy, design, 
media, marketing and technology. The platform also automates many inefficient aspects of RFPs and 
contracting to get to market faster. Additionally, a dedicated Wripple Client Lead supports clients and talent to 
ensure projects are set up for success.
 
Increased delivery flexibility is also built into the platform. Clients can choose to have projects fully managed by 
a Wripple Engagement Lead, or they can ‘self-serve’ and manage the talent themselves. Especially important 
today, the platform provides options for on-site, fully remote, or hybrid project delivery. Wripple also helps with 
smooth onboarding through our Wripple Client Leads and tools. We take care of compliance, knowledge 
transfer, and access to assets. And in a future release Wripple will integrate with a client’s existing workflow and 
project delivery tools to seamlessly manage the end-to-end process like never before.
 
Wripple strives to make the entire process easy for clients and talent. Both have unlimited access to the 
platform at no cost. Wripple holds all talent contracts and ensures talent gets paid on-time in whatever format 
they prefer. And through personalized dashboards, clients and freelancers have complete control over their 
relationship with Wripple. Ultimately, the platform’s design blends technology and human touch to provide an 
experience that makes it easy to get great work done.

Connect with Dixie Gilbert, Director of Business Development, for an introduction to Wripple

 

https://www.wripple.com/
https://calendly.com/dixiegilbert-connects/dixie-demo-schedule?month=2023-02

